CANNABIS

Sundae Driver
Editorial by Jamie Toth
Sundae Driver has a pleasing terpene mix that is, indeed,
reminiscent of ice cream. Creamy woodsy and chocolate notes
are complimented by light fruity and floral flavors. She is a
consistent vape across all of the temperatures – the flavors are
in a consistently woody, fruity mix. The aftertaste is creamy and
fruity and the flavors play well together. This cannabis performs
well in all sorts of vaporizers. It’s not overly overwhelming with
any particular terpene which makes it a good fit to carry with your
small battery vaporizers, as it can deliver a well-balanced flavor
even late into a higher temperature setting. Rarely does Sundae
Driver hit anything but creamy smooth.
Sundae Driver is a 50/ 50 hybrid, and its effects reflect that mix
– it has the talkative creativity of a sativa with a slight indica
body buzz. Color and sounds both gain intensity making Sundae
Driver a great companion to playing or listening to music. Since
it’s nearly free of couch lock, it’s also a perfect companion to a
leisurely walk. It’s a chatty, upbeat high that still allows clarity
and focus, with a nice mellow feel. Caution is advised, as
it’s a fine line between Sundae Driver’s mood-boosting
effects and anxiety.

New to the 54 Green Acres lineup this year is
Sundae Driver. Sundae Driver was created by
Cannarado in 2018 using Fruity Pebble OG and
Grape Pie genetics and Jungle Boyz performed the
reproduction. Sundae Driver is so prized that a pack
of seeds netted $2,000 in an auction. We were introduced to
Sundae Driver as part of the 2019 Grow Off. The Grow Off is a
cannabis cultivation competition in which grows are all given the
same genetics, and results are determined by testing. As part of
that competition, we grew Sundae Driver here at 54 Green Acres
with our Certified Kind organic processes. We were so pleased
with how she grew in addition to the final product so we gave her
a coveted spot in our 2020 lineup.

All of our cannabis is sungrown on our Southern
Oregon organic farm. It’s watered from Sucker
Creek, a tributary of the Illinois. We’ve owned
water rights for the land since 1882. 54 Green
Acres is a Certified Kind farm, which means that all
of our soil, nutrients, and processes are organic and
as gentle to the Earth as possible. We are re-certified
every year to ensure our compliance with the rigorous
Certified Kind standards that are focused on earth-friendly
farming that is as focused on how cannabis is grown, in addition
to its yield. Certified Kind farms are focused on being Kind to
Earth, and Kind to Life.
At 54 Green Acres, we are committed to demonstrating
how purely organic processes produce amazing results. We
demonstrate that in all that we do, which includes raising rabbits,
growing apples for cider, and beekeeping.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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